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Last week the Clinton media, that would be CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC and rags like the 

LA & NY Times began a coordinated effort to promote a consenus that Donald Trump is 

toast. Unindicted serial criminal, Hildebeast Clinton, is ahead in all the polls so it's just a 

matter of time until Trump does down. 

The NeverTrump dogs are still at it. Yeah, they are and no one cares. The media has been all 

a twitter for weeks trumpeting GOP elites (that would be globalist RINOs) refusing to 

endorse Trump because they would rather see Clinton in the Oval Office. 

Dozens of Republicans urge RNC to spend money on congressional races, not Trump: "More 

than 75 Republicans have signed a letter urging Republican National Committee Chair 

Reince Priebus to spend the party's money on helping secure the Republican majority in the 

Senate, not on Donald Trump's presidential campaign." 

Let me see if I have this correctly. Put Hildebeast in the White House which will finally 

finish us off with a Republican controlled house and senate. Isn't that what we have 

now? A criminal impostor in the White House, a Democrat, with a Republican controlled 

house and senate we were promised two years ago would go after Barry Soeotro/Obama. 

Dirty rats Paul Ryan and Mitch McConnell will get in bed with Hillary keeping our borders 

open, give amnesty to tens of millions of liars, cheats, thieves and murderers, that would be 

illegal aliens and continue importing thousands of Muslims with no proper vetting. Make no 

mistake: that includes jihadists. Take us into yet more wars, push through the final nail in 

our coffin (sovereignty as well as jobs) the TPP (Trans Pacific Partnership) and spend us 

into the final collapse. Then there are 3-4 U.S. Supreme Court seats that will likely come up 



in the next four years. How many Republicans in the senate voted for agenda driven 

incompetents like Sotomayor and Kagan? Enough to get both on the bench. 

Hildebeast Clinton can't even fill a high school gymnasium. THAT is a fact. No one is going 

to her rallies. Hillary can't fill a room while hundreds are consistently turned away at Trump 

rallies because of space availability. I want you to go look at these pictures because they tell 

a story that can't be ignored. These are from all over America: 

• Donald Trump vs. Hillary Clinton Rally Crowds 

• Hillary rally vs. Trump rally 

• DONALD TRUMP Breaks Elton John’s Record at Louisiana Arena – 12,000 at Rally! 

• Scroll to the bottom to see for yourself. 

• PHOTO ESSAY: Trump vs Hillary Crowd Comparison – Pictures Say a Thousand Words! 

• Trump Rally Overnight Stake Out in Wilmington Starts 12 Hours Before Event 

• You can also see photos of the massive turn outs on Trump's Facebook page 

The turn out is the same for Hillary where ever she is appearing. 50 here, 150 there. It's like 

her supporters are there but no enthusiam. Sort of like going to the doctor for an enema. Or, 

perhaps they've seen these charts - do go look at them; source is U.S. Dept of Commerce. 

They show exactly what's going on and a lot of the blame can be put on the current 

incumbent Republican controlled house and senate who have refused to uphold 

their oath of office and have been spending trillions for unconstitutional cabinets and 

programs while giving the fraud in the White House nearly everything he wants for the past 

eight years. 

Yet, if one is to believe the in-your-face propaganda by the Clinton controlled media, Trump 

is lost somewhere on the campaign trail while the majority of voters want their own 

destruction which translates to a vote for corrupt Hillary. 

Wait a minute. All those polls you're hearing so much about on FOX and other networks 

from 'respected organizations' supposedly tell us what American voters want. Out of a 

sample of 803 voters or 642 voters or, gasp, as high as a poll calling 1,134 voters, all are for 

Clinton. She's leading! But, what happens when a group of individuals fed up with the media 

con game conducts their own poll? 



PG Farnsworth We have just completed our own poll since we cannot get factual 

information from the mainstream media!! We called 1000 homes in each of the 50 states 

and asked basic questions on the economy, terrorism, immigration and presidential pick. 

Economy was the number one factor that Americans are concerned about and terrorism was 

number two. 

Presidential pick was Trump by a large percentage. 

Trump 33478 votes 67% 

Clinton 9788 Votes 19% 

Undecided or other 6739 votes 13% 

50,000 registered voters from all 50 states vs 803 or 1,134 voters. The poll above was also 

taken from registered voter lists. 33% Republicans, 33% Democrats and 34% independents. 

Now, tell me Hildebeast is up 14% anywhere except Hollyweird. 

This is a useful piece of history: 

Summer of 1980 Poll Flashback: Carter 39%, Reagan 32%, Anderson 21% 

RUSH: "I want to remind you of some history. In June of 1980, basically the same period in 

the campaign where we are now, minus a month or so, in June of 1980 Jimmy Carter led 

Ronaldus Magnus 39 to 32. John Anderson, third-party candidate, independent candidate 

at 21%. Even into August and early September, Jimmy Carter was leading Ronaldus Magnus 

in the polls. Now, what I'm leading up to is that Reagan won that election in a landslide. 

Jimmy Carter conceded on election night before the polls in California had closed, 1980. 

The preelection polls into September did not indicate anything of the sort. In fact, there was 

not one poll that showed the landslide that happened. 

"Now, a quick question. The Carter presidency was a disaster in June of 1980. It was a 

disaster in June of 1979. The Carter presidency was a disaster in June of 1978. The Carter 

presidency was a disaster for three of the four years. In truth, the Carter presidency was a 

disaster from the moment Jimmy was sworn in. It was an utter disaster and everybody knew 

it. The misery index was created in order to give life to the devastation. Unemployment was 



sky-high. Interest rates -- I confuse interest rates with the inflation rate. But they were both 

in the teens. Or maybe it was unemployment was in the teens and the inflation was high, 

whatever. It was disastrous. Interest rates. People couldn't buy homes. It was an utter 

disaster." 

 

Trump isn't just fighting Hildebeast, he's fighting a media that long ago disgraced 

themselves (CNN Admits "We Couldn't Help [Hillary] Any More Than We Have"), mega 

corporations who want cheap foreign labor to replace American workers (Apple has, 

however, approved dozens of games poking fun at Donald Trump—including a game called 

“Dump Trump,” which depicts the GOP nominee as a giant turd) AND Republicans with 

their over-inflated fat egoes who continue their efforts to sabotage Trump by refusing to 

endorse him and publicly state they will either not vote for him or they will vote for serial 

criminal, Hillary Clinton. 

I've got news for rent boy, Sen. Lindsay Graham, do-nothing Sen. Ben Sasse, witless Sen. 

Susan Collins and the rest of the bunch: This is OUR country not yours. We the people are 

going to pick our president, not you, so go crawl back in your sheltered hole because we 

don't give a damn what you say. The Trump train gains momentum everyday while Hillary 

Clinton spends her time trying to fend off her 180th scandal with more to come, think the 

Clinton Foundation. Not to mention Wikileaks is getting ready to drop another load of 

emails that might finally finish her and Billy the serial adulterer and rapist off and perhaps 

to a federal prison where they belong: Which Is Worse—an October Surprise or a December 

Surprise? 

[Devvy's hot new book, Taking Politics Out of Solutions is now available. The most 

important issues destroying America are presented along with constitutional solutions 

neither the Republicans or Democrats will pursue. Get your copy now. Excellent discounts 

for 2 or more books, or bulk orders.] 
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Devvy Kidd authored the booklets, Why A Bankrupt America and Blind Loyalty; 2 million 

copies sold. Devvy appears on radio shows all over the country. She left the Republican 

Party in 1996 and has been an independent voter ever since. Devvy isn't left, right or in the 

middle; she is a constitutionalist who believes in the supreme law of the land, not some 

political party. Devvy is a member of the Society of Professional Journalists. 

Devvy's regularly posted new columns are on her site at: www.devvy.com. You can also 

sign up for her free email alerts. 
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